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Happy New Year Beachcombers!

As 2011 came to a close your board looked at several locations
for the 2012 festival and approved a new location on the East
Coast. The event will be held at the Virginia Beach Convention
Center on the weekend of September 15th and 16th. Our customary Columbus Day weekend was not available nor was most
of the fall weekends but we are optimistic this will be a great
location. Just north of the Outer Banks and south of the Delmarva Peninsula the Tidewater Virginia region is popular with
beachcombers and vacationers. It is also not far from several of
our members and exhibitors who can help make this event a
success. The NASGA board currently has no members on the West Coast where three
sea glass events are now held annually. Several locations were investigated but our size
and budget limited our choices.
We are eager to hear from anyone in the sea glass community that may be able to assist
us with our 2012 festival. By April we will have more information on line regarding
the event so we ask for your patience while we finalize contracts and other details for
you. Group participation is critical to sustaining this annual event and offering more
activities for our attendees. If you have interest in helping us in Virginia Beach I welcome your email. Our event will not be able to continue on an annual basis without
your help.
Happy hunting!
Richard LaMotte, NASGA President
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NASGA Cares
The 2011 recipient of
our annual
giving campaign was
the Clean Ocean
Action Organization
(COA).

2012 Sea Glass Festival, Virginia Beach, VA
On September 15th & 16th, 2012, beachcombers from
around the world will assemble at Virginia Beach for the
7th Annual NASGA Sea Glass Festival. Contracts with the
facility are still in final approval stages, so we ask exhibitors and visitors to be patient while we prepare these last
details. More information will be available by early March.
The event will feature sea glass aficionados, including artisans, who will be offering their nautical creations for sale,
as well as collectors of the popular coastal gems, who will
be eagerly sharing their unique, accrued sea glass exhibits,
with attendees.
In addition to various sea glass related lectures and seminars,
another highlight of the Festival will be the renowned “Shard
of the Year” contest, complete with an awards ceremony and

cash prizes, and culminating in the announcement of the
grand prize winner, who will receive $1,000 for having the
most desirable, rare piece of sea glass.
Visit seaglassassociation.org for up-to-date information.

Do you have a piece of
sea glass that might be
the next
“Shard of the Year”?
Get more info about the
contest by clicking
Shard Contest.

Collector Interview:

Roberta Safer & Dr. Klaus Zwilsky
Port Republic, Maryland
by Ellie Mercier
I interviewed the Maryland couple at their lovely nautical home, on the Chesapeake Bay. Their affection for
beach combing is immediately evident to guests, upon
entering their large cabin…
How did you become
interested in sea/beach
glass?
Roberta: My love of sea
glass began when I was a
child, in the 1940’s and
50’s, as my family spent
summers at Minot Beach,
in North Scituate, MA, at
the mouth of Cape Cod. As
children, we would go to the beach daily for swimming
lessons and while waiting our turn, we would walk the
shoreline collecting sea glass and what we called, “ lucky
stones,” sand washed stones with a band of white around
them. We would also return in the early evening to hunt
for returnable bottles to get pocket money, and would
then have a new tide to continue our sea glass hunt.
Klaus: When I began to regularly visit the Bay 15 years
ago, I became interested in collecting sharks teeth.
During some of my excursions, my daughter and granddaughter would join me, and after observing them
search for sea glass, I became a ‘multi–tasker,’ collecting
both sea glass and teeth!

Do either of you have a favorite color, and/or type of
sea glass?
Klaus: Although my favorite color is blue, shards in this
shade are very rare on our beaches. A second favorite color
that I find occasionally on the Chesapeake Bay is a very
light blue-green, almost like a teal or light turquoise hue.
Roberta: I never actually had a ‘favorite’ shade of sea
glass; as children, we would sort our found shards and
store them in jars placed on our window–sills. I still
have the original jars of gems, which are displayed in my
windows today. I collected any and all shades and types
of sea glass - it never mattered what I found yet it was
definitely more fun to find rare colored glass. Of course,
several decades ago we did not have the criteria for rating
sea glass that exists today.
What are the usual areas, in which you enjoy combing?
Klaus: Mostly beaches along the Chesapeake Bay and the
Eastern Shore of Maryland and Virginia, including Cape
Charles.
Can you tell our readers about any additional areas
where you have had an opportunity to comb?
Klaus: The most interesting beaches were in St Maarten.
Much of the sea glass there was a beautiful vibrant, yet
dark green. We also went to Glass Beach in Hawaii and
the shards were distinguished as very small pieces, mostly
greens and browns.
Roberta: Yes, at Glass Beach, in Hawaii, the sand was
comprised of mostly tiny glass shards, and the entire
beach dazzled brightly in the sunlight…Klaus and I have
also hunted for glass on the coasts of Chile and Argentina, as well as in New Zealand.

What is your earliest memory regarding collecting
the shards?
Roberta: My siblings and I learned at a young age to
prize the smooth and more rounded and softened pieces,
as the best specimens. We always returned the sharper
ones to the water for further work by the sea. The rocky
New England coastline and surf created quality conditions for better specimens.
Do you have any favorite pieces you can share with
our readers?
Roberta: We have found sea glass in some very unique
places. While kayaking in the Straits of Magellan, along
the coasts of Chile and Argentina, I found some gorgeous
turquoise shards – very vibrant, smooth and rounded.
Klaus: Well to be honest, I have a favorite shark’s tooth
but not a favorite shard!

Besides hunting for sea glass, Klaus mentioned his affection for sharks’ teeth, as well. Are there additional
objects that you collect while beach combing?
Klaus: I’m also partial to fossilized pieces from stingrays.
Sometimes I pick up shells too, if I come across one
boasting an extravagant color or unusual size. I’m also
See Interview, continued on page 3
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Interview From page 2

glass bowls to use as table centerpieces, for our reception.
We were originally going to have the children at the wedding throw the labeled sea glass into the ocean, at the end
of the reception, yet we decided instead to add them to
the large bowl of shards displayed in our den!

akin to shells with attached barnacles.
Roberta: Since we live on the Chesapeake Bay, below the
Cliffs of Calvert, we hunt for various 20 million yearold Miocene era fossils that the area is known for. Also,
regarding the subject of collecting, I would add that as a
former Jeweler, I’m fascinated with unusual bracelets and
necklaces which highlight pieces of nature, and I’ve had
some lovely items made with the sea glass, sharks’ teeth
and fossils I’ve found along the Chesapeake.

In addition to searching for treasures, what else about
combing do you enjoy?
Klaus: In addition to meeting other collectors, I enjoy
observing the tides, the peace and quiet of the Bay, and
the feel of ocean breezes on my face, and warm sand
under my toes. I’m especially fond of walking along the
beach in the fall and spring, when the weather on the
Chesapeake Bay isn’t extremely hot or too cold.
Roberta: We enjoy the sun, the sea, the exercise and the
hunt, and just being outdoors, enjoying nature. Walking along the Bay, we often lose our cares and realize
how unimportant many of our worries are, in addition
to how lucky we are to live on this wonderful beach.
Another satisfying highlight of discovering sea glass is
the opportunity to hold a piece of history in one’s hand,
offering the comber a glimpse into a previous era.

Do you have a memorable beach combing experience
that you can share with our readers?
Roberta: When Klaus and I were on a cruise, I signed up
for a day trip to kayak on the Straits of Magellan. Just as
we began to row away from shore, I spotted some glistening, turquoise sea glass, (which I referenced earlier in
the interview). Resisting the urge to ditch the kayak, in
order to collect the rare treasures, I ‘came to my senses’
and instead decided to search for the gems after the
kayaking adventure. Upon returning from the journey,
aware that we had to get back to the ship before it sailed,
I raced down to the water, still all bundled in my wet
suit, to grab the sea glass. As I was admiring the shards, I
looked up and noticed that the others in my group were
gazing at me, with wonder and disbelief; obviously, they
didn’t quite understand the passion of those bitten by
the sea glass bug!
Klaus: I’ve always enjoyed meeting others on my beach
walks. I especially remember meeting a group of students
who were touring the Chesapeake Bay with my neighbor, a paleontologist for the Smithsonian. The group
was learning how to hunt fossils and shards, and I was
treated to an informative lecture on dating the artifacts.

What are some of your other interests or hobbies?
Klaus: I enjoy spending time with our five children and
their spouses, ten grandchildren, and the newest edition
to the family, my one-year old Great-Grandson Max. I
also spend time studying the stock market, reading, and
traveling, and I volunteer for the League of Women Voters and Meals on Wheels.
Roberta: As a very active retired jeweler, I’m involved in
many different clubs, including our Congregation, the
League of Woman Voters, our community newsletter,
and I’m also a Master Gardener. In addition, I volunteer
for several organizations, enjoy the theatre, playing and
watching tennis, spending time with family, exercising
in our home gym, and traveling in the U.S. and abroad.
More recently, I’ve been working on memoirs.

Do you do anything special with your collection, and
if so, can you tell us about it?
Roberta: We’ve incorporated nautical remnants into our
home décor, in many ways. We receive numerous compliments about a huge bowl displayed in our den, filled
with sea glass from our walks. The assorted shards are
of various shapes and sizes, and displayed in a rainbow
of colors. We also have sea glass and sharks teeth interspersed throughout the flooring in lower level bathroom.
In addition, we have sea glass candles, mirrors, picture
frames, and mobiles throughout our home, highlighting
the cabin’s nautical theme.
Klaus: My wife did a fine job of answering the question,
yet I believe she forgot to mention the most romantic
event in which sea glass has played a role in our lives – our
wedding! Our friends wrote our first names on several
large, smooth sea glass shards, and we displayed them in

Sounds like both of you have embraced the opportunity to beach comb, and the hobby has certainly
enriched your lives. Do you have any tips for other
collectors?
Klaus: Only the usual. Low tide is best as the receding
tide leaves things behind.
Roberta: I would add that we have both have gotten stiff
necks from walking bent over for hours, seeking remnants, and have devised ‘special helpers’ in the form of
long handled rods with attached small kitchen strainers,
to aid us in picking up the elusive pieces. And of course,
don’t overlook the benefits of the fun of the hunt and the
lure of the beach, and that combing is a great method of
getting a tan!
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Mark Your Calanders for Conceivably Prosperous Dates for
Beach Combing in 2012
Discovering prized sea glass and additional ocean remOn both of these dates, the earth will be considerably
nants is largely dependent on being at the right place,
close to the moon. The full moon on April 8th will ocat the right time, although there are several factors that
cur very close in time to perigee, which is scheduled for
may influence the success of a beachcombing journey.
April 7, and on May 6, the full moon will exactly coinFound treasures are often derived from the existence of
cide with perigee.
prior settlements in an area, particularly previous indus- Of course, there are additional benefits of tracking
trial and port activity, as well as past incidents of shipperigee tides, aside from predicting optimal times to
wrecks; however, the importance of natural phenomena,
beach comb. For example, those who
such as notable flooding, current
reside in coastal areas, although not
tidal conditions and moon phase
always privy to the weather condidata, and recent storm activity, can- Along with some influence
tions that Mother - Nature has
not be overlooked by those who are
from the position of the sun, in store, can benefit from noting
serious about adding to their collecupcoming perigees, as when comtions of ocean treasures.
in relation to the earth, the bined with violent storms, perigees
Optimal times to search for authencan result in tidal conditions causing
moon
is
the
primary
source
tic, tumbled glass gems, include durdevastating flooding and property
ing the twin daily peaks of low tide, of gravitational forces that
damage. For instance, the blizzard
two to three days following a major
of February 1978, which caused
determine tidal conditions. considerable damage to coastal areas
storm, and in conjunction with a
full moon. Avid collectors, who are
in the northeastern United States,
attentive to local tidal activity, are in
cost Massachusetts residents alone,
store for two exceptionally rare treats in the near future,
$500 million in damages. The storm of 1978 is espewhen the gravitational forces due to the alignment of
cially notable because it began hours after the moon was
the earth, moon, and sun, and the close proximity of the in perigee (closest to the earth) on February 6, one day
earth to the moon, produce unusually higher high tides, before a new moon occurred.
and lower low tides, than normal.
Therefore, in addition to pinpointing prosperous times
Along with some influence from the position of the sun,
to beach comb, noting dates of future perigees can be
in relation to the earth, the moon is the primary source
vital to saving lives and preventing property damage,
of gravitational forces that determine tidal conditions.
should a violent storm ensue while the sun, moon and
In each of its 28-day elliptical orbits, the moon reaches a
earth are aligned. With that being said, I look forward
“perigee,” defined as the moon’s closest point of approach to seeing many fellow sea glass collectors searching the
to the earth. During perigee, the moon is about 30,000
beaches, on April 8 and May 6, 2012, and… happy
miles closer to earth than at apogee, when the moon is
beach combing!
farthest from earth. At perigee, when the moon is closest to earth, its affect on tides is greatest, and there is a
slight increase in the average range of tides. Additionally,
twice each month, both during new and full moons, the
For more information about how
earth, sun, and moon are nearly in line, also causing an
the phases of the moon affect
increase in the average range of the tides. These are comsearching for sea glass, consult
monly known as “spring tides.” Three to four times per
year, the occurrence of a new or full moon will coincide
literature on the correlation bewith the “perigee” of the moon, a phenomena referred to
tween phases of the moon and
as “perigean spring tides.” Therefore, it makes sense that
ocean tides, particularly the
searching for sea glass and other nautical treasures would
be ideal during or close in time to a new or full moon,
phenomena of Spring tides and
particularly during perigean spring tides.
Perigee Spring Tides.
The upcoming full moons scheduled for April 8th and
May 6th, 2012, may be optimal times for beachcombing.
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A Royal Heartfelt Bid for Charity
If you missed your chance to participate in the 1999
Sotheby’s auction, in which the highest priced clock
in all of history, a Breguet, sold for 5.7 million dollars,
don’t be too hard on yourself; artists, clock enthusiasts
- and sea glass fanatics - will have another chance to own
the world’s rarest clock, and unlike the Breguet, there
will not be any copies made, or replicates of this exquisite piece…
This Valentines Day, artist Alex Carroll is most graciously offering up for auction his most prized possession, the
most exclusive piece in his limited edition of one-hundred, hand-crafted ‘Heart Rock Clocks.’ The marvelous clock, boasting a face crafted from a heart-shaped
piece of fossilized Bali Star Coral, is being paired with
an extraordinary, heart-shaped, red sea glass pendant,
set in gold, for the auction, in which all proceeds will be
donated to the lucky winner’s choice of charity. Interested participants should be prepared for an opening bid
of $1,000,000.
To learn more about Alex Carroll’s unique creations, or
to bid on the clock or see additional items up for auction, please visit www.heartstones.com.

Alex Carroll holds what he calls “The Crown Jewel of the
Sea,” a heart-shaped clock made with a fossilized Bali Star
Coral and naturally heart-shaped red sea glass gems.
At left: the heart-shaped red sea glass pendant that is
included in the auction.

Seaglass.Ning.com

Have you created something
with sea glass?

Interested in becoming
part of our
sea glass community?
Just click
Seaglass.Ning.com
to find out how.

Tell us about it. Send an
email with a brief
description and a
photo (if applicable) to
emercier@seaglassassociation.org.
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My Little Box of Treasures
by Janice Vacco
A big thanks goes out to my granddaughter, Nikki, for
showing me her beach glass collection, and unbeknownst
to her at the time, for brightening my future after being
introduced to the world of Mother Nature tumbled glass
shards! Even though I grew up less than four miles from
Presque Isle Beach, on Lake Erie, (Erie, Pa), I had never
before searched for sea glass. I guess I was just too busy
playing in the Lake, with my sister!
However, one day I received a phone call from my
granddaughter, asking me to meet her at the beach, to
look for sea glass. And what a day it turned out to be!
I recall that it was just after a storm, in May of 2009,
and I found so many beautiful pieces. On my way home
from the beach, I wondered to myself what I would do
Janice Vacco with her granddaughter, Nikki, who introduced
with all of the glass. I recalled seeing many beautiful
her to the wonders of sea glass collecting.
pieces of beach glass jewelry, displayed in the stores of
three states and ten different countries. I keep all of the
Erie, PA, but never thought I would have the talent to
shards in small boxes, with the name the person who
make my own sea glass creations.
sent each piece to me. I like to refer to them as my,
A few months later, in October of 2009, my grand“little box of treasures!”
daughter and I went to the NASGA Sea Glass Festival,
The joy of sea glass further enriched
held at the Convention Center, in
my life in May of 2010, when I deErie, PA. It was there that I met
I found the festival very ex- cided to do some volunteer work at
many artisans, and I collected a
the Tom Ridge Environmental Cenbusiness card from as many of them
citing,
and
began
to
dream
ter, where I have consigned some of
as possible. I found the festival very
beach glass, to share with others.
exciting, and began to dream about
about creating my own sea my
In addition, I have had the chance
creating my own sea glass jewelry
to meet and work with several other
glass
jewelry
designs.
designs.
consignors in the area.
A few weeks following the sea glass
So again, kudos to my Granddaughfestival, I came across the business
ter,
Nikki,
who
I’m
sure, had no idea how much introcards I had collected, and began to email each of the
artists. Jayne, from California, was the first artist I sent a ducing me to world of sea glass, would enhance my life!
message to, asking her if she would be interested in trading a piece of sea glass with me. She happily obliged, and
we decided to send each other a blue piece of glass. The
cobalt shard Jayne sent to me was beautiful. I then contacted Ellie, in Maryland, who I had met at the festival,
who is now one of my dearest friends (although I wish
she lived closer to me)! The list of emails I continued to
Tell us about it. Send an email with
send out to others interested in sea glass began to grow,
and I even conversed with sea glass fans living outside
a brief description
the United States.
and a photo
I decided to travel to Delaware the following year, to
attend the Sea Glass Artists & Sea Glass Collectors
(if available) to
Festival, where I met additional avid sea glass collectors,
many of whom I also ended up trading shards with. To
emercier@seaglassassociation.org.
date, I have exchanged glass with others from twenty-

Do you have a sea glass story
you would like to share?
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Recap of the 2011 Sea Glass Festival!
The 6th annual NASGA Sea Glass Festival took place
on Oct. 8 & 9, in Long Branch, NJ, at the Ocean Place
Resort & Spa. 3,487 sea/beach glass enthusiasts attended
the event, which highlighted a collector’s area, exhibitors, lectures, a raffle, and the infamous shard of the Year
Contest! In addition, the Association hosted a dinner
and a bonfire on the beach! As usual, it was an enjoyable,
sea-glass filled weekend!

interesting shards were entered, and as usual, the job of
the judges was difficult.
Please see the NASGA web site for images of additional
winners and their entries, in the following contest categories: button, historical, marble, bottle stopper, figural,
most unusual, whimsical/toy and pottery/ceramics.
The first
visitors have a
tough decision
to make: where
to go first.

Shard Of The Year Contest
As with past SOTY events, this year’s popular, annual
Shard of the Year contest did not disappoint! Numerous

The line is out
the door on the
first day of the
show.

Possibly the
world’s largest
sea glass shard!

Exotic art
sea glass from
the coast of
California.

See Festival, continued on page 8
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Festival

Richard LaMotte
always has a crowd
at his book signing
booth.

from page 7

Now that’s
a sea glass
display!

3,487 sea/be
ach
glass enthusi
asts
attended the
event.

Many enthusiasts
brought their
collections along
to display in the
Collector’s Area.

,
Mike Smith, a bottle collector from Erie
al
PA, holds court at the information
Shard ID table.
Thank you to all who helped make
this event a resounding success!
See Festival, continued on page 9
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Festival

from page 8
The judges had their
work cut out for
them in deciding all
the winners of the
different categories.

See all the winners of the contest
by clicking Festival 2011!

It was quiet the gathering
of sea glass!

ds as the the
The tension buil final verdict
the
attendees await
.
es
from the judg

This year’s grand prize wa
s an
unusual, orange glass toy wa
tch,
submitted by Bud Gillian.

NASGA Newsletter designed by

Sea Glass Journal
www.seaglassjournal.com
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